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Abstract

NATO’s consistent and transformative identity made it sustainable for a 
period of seventy years. During this time interval, NATO had to cope with 
various threats which tested its durability. During its historical voyage NATO 
has managed to reconstruct itself continuously; its security architecture, its 
strategic thinking, its institutional structuring, and its functions. Current issues 
within NATO notwithstanding, Turkey has consistently shown great commit-
ment to the material and nonmaterial requirements, goals, and identity of the 
Alliance. Turkey’s policy of fostering cohesion within the alliance has helped 
it overcome past and current obstacles; Turkey’s historical commitment to 
NATO remains valid and should not be underestimated. 
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Introduction

As a regional security organization which operates globally NATO has 
long been operating in an unpredictable security environment with threats from 
all strategic directions; from state and non-state actors; from military forces; 
and from terrorist, cyber, and hybrid attacks. This problematic panorama will 
likely exacerbate in the foreseeable future. NATO’s performance has faced 

1 İstanbul Arel Üni., İİBF, IR, bilginvarlik@gmail.com
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external challenges, challenges which in some cases have exacerbated internal 
tensions. In fact NATO’s external and internal issues are distinct but conceptu-
ally intertwined. As perhaps the longest lasting alliance in history NATO has 
proved to be adaptive in facing these twin challenges. Turkey’s role in this 
transition process is noteworthy, and so needs to be examined. 

This paper scrutinizes changes in NATO’s institutional structuring. Here 
with the term ‘institutional structuring” shared and collectively institutional-
ized norms, rules, ideas, beliefs, values, practices and identity are meant in 
the constructivist sense.2 Apart from this, power-based economic, military, 
geographic and other material structure are also considered primarily from a 
realist perspective.3 The article prioritises an elucidative approach rather than 
problem-solving endeavour for the granted or given issues. This approach may 
help to examine the most often-heard allegations regarding burden sharing, 
solidarity, consultation and the others.

In order for understanding the roots of NATO’s internal changes, first 
a conceptual framework of a security alliance is determined by way of main 
features and motives.  An assessment of transformative historical changes in 
NATO’s identity which also defines the main internal areas of concern of the 
organization follows the first part. Turkey’s stance and interferences are also 
discussed here. The final section includes a conclusion based upon this argu-
ment.

The Concept of a Security Alliance4

The concept of security alliance goes back to the history of war. 
Thucydides’s (BCE 472-400) History of the Peloponnesian War and SunTzu’s 
(BCE 400-320) The Art of War distinguish as the earliest and most prominent 
writings on the subject. Although types and forms of security alliances vary in 
motive, function, action, interdependence, identity etc., their principal goal is 
to ensure political sovereignty, territorial integrity and national security on the 
basis of the collective military defence.5 Any ideal security alliance is expected 

2 Paul R. Viotti and Mark V. Kauppi, International Relations Theory, New York: Longman 
Pearson, 2012, p. 281-82.

3 Ibid.
4 For comprehensive information see Oktay Bingö’s forthcoming article, “Alliances and 

(Military) Security Cooperation,” in Gazi Akademik Bakış.
5 Collective defence, means that its members pool their capabilities and attempt to make a 

collective effort to protect one another against possible military aggression by a clearly 
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to have common threats, similar or harmonised interests, shared values to be 
protected, active participation in decision-making process and actions, and fair 
responsibility/burden share which requires additive, multiplier and interop-
erable military efficiency from the members for the sustainment of common 
goals and vision. Member states have always been more vulnerable to threats 
rather than the other ingredients of the alliance. For that, the primary functions 
of a security alliance are to deter, counter, dismiss threats, or repel aggressor 
by either containment or roll-back and retaliation. A security alliance fosters 
military capacity and economy of power for its members. An alliance promotes 
political, military, and to some extend economic and social consent among its 
members. 

Alliances are living institutions subject to transformation. Alliances are 
open systems viewed from a structural functionalist6 tradition. They are com-
posed of material and non-material inputs; a processing device with structural 
boundaries, roles, identity, functions and goals; and outcomes all of which 
operate in security surrounding. Functions vary as structures change [or vice 
versa], as do the behaviours of component units.7 The system’s effectiveness 
relies upon the main drivers’ transformative nature. Here the debate on the 
main drivers of an alliance as a system is considered through two key concepts; 
equilibrium or balance and “bandwagoning.” These should be seen as comple-
mentary rather than competing concepts.

Equilibrium is generally argued on three concepts: balance of power, the 
balance of threat and the balance of interest. Classical realists Morgenthau 
and Thompson8 regard alliance as one of the four strategies of maintaining 
equilibrium or balance for states in an anarchic international environment −
the other three strategies are divide and rule, compensations and armaments. 
The founder of neorealist approach Kenneth N. Waltz, emphasized the concept 
of deterrence which only stronger states can enjoy.9 He also argues that the 

specified adversary outside the alliance (Krause Volker and David J. Singer, “Minor Powers, 
Alliances, and Armed Conflict: Some Preliminary Patterns,” in Erich Reiter and H.Gärtner 
(Eds), Small States and Alliances, Heidelberg: Physica, 2001, p. 17).

6 See. Talcott Parsons, TheSocial System, U.K.: Routledge, 2005.
7 Kenneth N. Waltz, “Structural Realism After the Cold War,” International Security, Vol. 25, 

No. 1 (Summer, 2000), p. 19. 
8 Hans J Morgenthau, and Kenneth W. Thompson, Politics Among Nations: The Struggle for 

Power and Peace, (6.Edition) New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1985, p. 190-192.
9 Kenneth N. Waltz, Theory of International Politics, New York: Random House, 1979, p. 113.
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balance of power politics occur when two requirements are present: anarchic 
order and presence of states challenging for survival.10 Scholars like Stephen 
Walt, Thomas J. Christensen,11Brain Healy and Arthur Stein12 did not com-
pletely reject but questioned validity of “balance of power” by proposing the 
concept of “balance of threat.” Taking into account the geographic proximity, 
offensive capabilities, and perceived intentions on alliance formation,13 Ste-
phen Walt argues that the superiority of power does not necessarily pose threat 
to weaker neighbours, but perception on aggressive intent determine states’ 
behaviour.14 The commentary of Randall Scheweller −an advocate of neoclas-
sical realism− broadens the threat-centric narrow base of balancing with the 
notion of common interests.15

Scheweller claims states tend to bandwagon for profit and not reflexively 
balance,16 since alliances are not only preventive mechanisms against losses 
but also means of opportunities and gains. This approach, which sees alli-
ances in terms of dynamic interests, gained currency with the work of John 
Mearsheimer −the founder of offensive realism− and his concept of offensive 
Bandwagoning. Bandwagoning is alignment with and joining the stronger side 
(even if they are the source of danger) for the sake of protection from fear or 
and payoffs for greed.17 Mearsheimer states: “Bandwagoning happens when 
a state joins forces with a more powerful opponent, conceding that its formi-
dable new partner will gain a disproportionate share of the spoils they conquer 
together. The distribution of power, in other words, will shift further against 
the bandwagoner and in the stronger state’s favour. Bandwagoning is a strat-
egy for the weak”.18 Offensive Bandwagoning is a strategy for alignment with 

10 Ibid,p. 121.
11 Thomas J. Christensen, “Perceptions and Alliances in Europe, 1865-1940,”International 

Organization, (1997). Vol. 51, No. 1, pp. 65-97.
12 Brain Healy, and Arthur Stein, “The Balance of Power in International History: Theory and 

Reality, “Journal of Conflict Resolution, (1973) Vol.17, No. 1, pp. 33-61.
13 Stephen M. Walt, The Origins of Alliances, Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1987, p. 5.
14 Ibid.
15 See also Kevin Sweeney and Paul Fritz, “Jumping on the Bandwagon: An Interest-Based 

Explanation for Great Power Alliances,” The Journal of Politics, (2004) Vol.66, No. 2, 
pp.428–449.

16 Randall L. Schweller, “Bandwagoning for Profit: Bringing the Revisionist State Back, 
“International Security, (1994) Vol.19, No. 1, p. 99.

17 Walt, The Origins of Alliances,1987, p. 21.
18 John Mearsheimer, The Tragedy of Great Power Politics, New York: W.W. Norton. 2001, p. 
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a dominant state for the payoffs while the defensive version of the concept 
indicates alignment with a threatening power to avoid being attacked as a form 
of appeasement.19

NATO is no exception to the general outline mentioned above. More-
over, NATO is a wartime alliance with a characteristic imperative of preserv-
ing peace but prevailing in war, should peace not hold. Wartime alliances are 
usually established in peacetime in order to prevent war but continue to oper-
ate during the war. States establish a combined and joint operation capabil-
ity, generally use similar or identical military doctrine, equipment and arms, 
provide command facilities and operation bases, incorporate plans, integrate 
their C4ISR (Command, Control, Communication, Computer, Surveillance 
and Reconnaissance) systems, provide logistic support, share military educa-
tion and training skills, seek for seamless interoperability, manage crisis and 
fight together. Member states usually expect the alliance will endure beyond 
any specific war or crisis.20

Sovereignty, territorial integrity, democratic values, and compliance to 
U.N. charter outline the ideological code of NATO, as well as its commitment 
to international law. These main pillars help the organisation to differentiate 
from either its original rival WP (Warsaw Pact) or other international organiza-
tions established up to now. Related with that two other peculiarities of NATO; 
the policy of compromise and compensation differentiate the alliance. In order 
to keep Euro-Atlantic ties firm, the US played a catalyst role in advancing these 
two principles. For example, when France withdraw from the military wing of 
the alliance in 1966 American officials did not proclaim that defence spending 
had to be increased for that reason.21 Another example is Willy Brandt’s policy 
of Ostpolitik which aimed at improving relations with Eastern Europe. Except 
for some criticism and concerns NATO did not question Germany’s commit-
ment to the alliance. Apart from that this helped NATO to initiate détente in 

163, 64.
19 Stephen Van Evera suggested using “bandwagoning” to serve as the opposite of “balancing” 

(Kenneth N. Waltz, Theory of International Politics, p.126).
20 For more see; Patricia A. Weitsman, “Wartime Alliances versus Coalition Warfare: How 

Institutional Structure Matters in the Multilateral Prosecution of Wars,” Strategic Studies 
Quarterly, (2010) Vol. 4, No. 2, pp. 113-136; Bruce M. Russett, “An Empirical Typology of 
International Military Alliance,” Midwest Journal of Political Science, (1971) Vol. 15, No. 2, 
pp. 262-289.

21 See Kenneth N. Waltz, “International Structure, National Force, and the Balance of World 
Power,” Journal of International Affairs, Vol. 21, No. 2 (1967), p. 219.
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1970s. Compromise and compensation as the two principles of NATO prove 
the defensive nature of the alliance although it fits wartime alliance defini-
tion. So one can easily say that NATO followed defensive realist approach 
−conceptualised by Kenneth Waltz, Stephen Walt, and Robert Jervis− which 
suggests that security concerns of a particular state can be satisfied through a 
series of favourable relative or incremental gains.22 In this context, NATO’s 
commitment to UN charter and its premises make Glenn Snyder’s remark that 
“alliances have no meaning apart from the adversary threat to which they are 
a response.”23

NATO’s Transformative Historical Changes 

NATO’s strategic approaches vary according to the atmosphere prevailing 
the international security environment. We may mention a general consensus 
between scholars on labelling these terms however there have always been 
some nuances. One of the most remarkable of those classifications is done 
based upon COPDAB (Conflict and Peace Data Bank ) developed by Professor 
Edward E. Azar which covers the period of 1948-1988.24 However, the model 
used here has similarities with COPDAB differs by taking defence budgets 
of NATO members, trends and transformations and the term under investiga-
tion.25  According to the data under study, NATO’s historical transformative 
changes can be classified as follows:

Confrontation (1949-1952); Confrontation under control (1953-1962); 
Competitive peace (1963-1968); Détente (1969-1978); Return to confronta-
tion (1979-1985); Dialogue (1986-1990); Uncertainty and single polarization 
(1991-2001); Multi polar new world order-I (Post-Hegemony) (2002-2009); 
Multi polar new world order-II (After Post-Hegemony) (2010-2019). The Cold 
War era was a type of US hegemony on the security of the western world. The 
first decade of the post-Cold War era followed Pax Americana in one way or 

22 Edward Smith, “The traditional routes to security: Realism and Liberalism,” in Hough Peter, 
Malik Shahin, Moran Andrew and Pilbeam Bruce (Eds.), International Security Studies, 
Theory and Practice, pp. 12-30, New York: Routledge, 2015, p. 18.

23  Glenn H. Snyder, Alliance Politics, Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1997, p. 192.
24 See, Charles W. Kegley Jr. and Eugene R. Wittkopf, World Politics: Trends and 

Transformation, London: Macmillan, 1989, p. 71.
25  The model is not discussed here due to context concern for details of See, Ali Bilgin Varlık, 

“Askeri ve Ekonomik Veriler Işığında NATO’nun Esnekliği (NATO’s Flexibility in the light 
of Military and Economic Data,” Savunma Bilimleri Dergisi, (2012) Vol. 11, No. 2, pp. 71-
123.
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other. After the clouds of 9/11 2001 dissipated NATO has to get along a kind of 
post-hegemony’ circumstances. With the return of Russia to the stage, the eco-
nomic ascent of China as a global player and instability spurred from the Arab 
Spring NATO experienced ‘after post-hegemony’ conditions. This defines a 
vastly multi-polar or more depolarized and more regionalized political system 
and international order. 

Here NATO’s transformative historical voyage is summarized under two 
headings: Security architecture −initial establishment and enlargement; strate-
gic concepts and its material reflections such as defence budget ratio to GDP 
and allocation of military personnel. Additional criteria may be added to these 
headings, such as institutional structuring–command structure and force struc-
ture; operations –article V and beyond region non-article V–and current major 
preoccupations of the organization. Our analysis will focus on the first two 
aspects. Each item is taken within the framework of historical process and 
Turkey’s interactions with those are assessed.

Turkey’s interactions with NATO are of great importance for both sides. 
NATO is the only western organization Turkey has the right to vote as a deter-
minant member. In another saying, there is no other international organization 
for Turkey in case she says “No” decisions cannot be taken. In her more than 
one and a half century westernization voyage since 1839, NATO is almost the 
only tangible win for Turkey. From NATO side, Turkey is the second largest 
military power of the alliance, and one of the most precious geostrategic coun-
tries with its location between the Balkans, the Caucasus and the Middle East 
and its proximity to Russian Federation while holding the Turkish Straits. For 
that mutual interference, Turkey’s and NATO’s security are inextricable.

Security architecture of NATO

The Cold War Era

The fear caused by SSRSU’s (Soviet Socialist Republics of the Soviet 
Union) ambition to enlarge its area of influence in Eastern Europe paved the 
road to North Atlantic Treaty Organization. The first step for a security alli-
ance for Western Europe was the expansion of Treaty of Dunkirk −a Treaty of 
Alliance and Mutual Assistance between France and the U.K. in the event of 
a possible attack by Germany or the Soviet Union in the aftermath of World 
War II, dated 4 March 1947− to Brussels Treaty Organization also referred to 
as WU (Western Union) on 17 March 1948, with participation of the Benelux 
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countries. WU was followed by the Washington Treaty which included Canada 
and the US and adding Denmark, Iceland, Italy, Norway and Portugal on 10 
December 1948, NATO was formed on 4 April 1949 with the participation of 
twelve states.26 During the Cold War NATO’s enlargement made it sixteen27 
member state security organization which reached to twenty-nine28 members 
as of today.

NATO’s security architecture is not limited to member states. As an um-
brella organization, the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council (EAPC) provides a 
multilateral forum for dialogue and consultation on political and security-relat-
ed issues among Allies and partners. Partners are composed of six29 PfP (Part-
nership for Peace), thirteen30 PARP (PfP Planning and Review Process), one31 
MAP (Membership Action Plan) countries and NRC (NATO-Russia Council). 
This architecture also includes seven32 MD (Mediterranean Dialogue), four 
plus two ICI (Istanbul Cooperation Initiative) countries33 and sixteen-mem-
ber34 CC (Contact Countries) also coded as PatG (Partners across the Globe).

Turkey became a member of NATO in 1952 with an invitation also in-
cluding Greece. Turkey’s contribution and its vital role in battles which prevent 
UN forces from total destruction during the Korean War (1950-1953) boosted 
confidence to NATO on containment of Soviet’s. During the Cold War, as the 
defender of the south-eastern wing front of the Alliance, Turkey saddled quite 
a remarkable responsibility on NATO’s security architecture.

During the Cold War Turkey played a key role on the establishment of 
CENTO (The Central Treaty Organization) formed by the participation of Iran, 

26 Initial members of NATO were: Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, 
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, U.K., U.S.

27 Turkey and Greece (1952), Germany (1955), Spain (1982).
28 Hungary, Poland and Czech Rep. (1999); Bulgaria, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia, Romania, 

Slovakia, Slovenia (2004); Croatia, Albania (2009); Montenegro (2017).
29 Bosnia-Herzegovina, Kyrgyzstan, Malta, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Serbia.
30 Armenia, Azerbaijan, Austria, Belarus, Finland, Georgia, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Moldavia, 

Sweden, Switzerland, Ukraine and Uzbekistan.
31 Macedonia.
32 Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Mauritania, Morocco and Tunisia. 
33 Bahrain, Qatar, Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates are members of ICI, additionally,  

Saudi Arabia and Oman have also shown an interest in the Initiative
34 Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, 

Mongolia, New Zealand, Pakistan, Singapore, South Africa and South Korea. 
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Iraq, Pakistan, and the U.K. on 24 February 1955. CENTO was aimed to ex-
tend the containment shield to the Middle East. Although US chose not to 
participate directly so as to avoid unduly alienating Arab states with whom it 
was still cultivating friendly relations,35 CENTO was not directly linked with 
NATO but worked as an instrument for NATO’s security architecture at that 
time. 

Turkey’s major benefit to NATO’s security architecture was its additive 
contribution during the process of Greece’s return to NATO’s military wing. 
Greek-NATO differences date back to 1974, when the new civilian Govern-
ment, withdrew from the military wing in protest over what it denounced as 
the West’s failure to prevent the Turkish invasion of Cyprus.36 Actually Turkey 
had seek every opportunity to restore the constitutional order which was over-
thrown by coup d’état backed by the military coup in Athens in 1974, and had 
to intervene violation of Zürich and London agreements (11 and 19 February 
1959) which established the Republic of Cyprus and gives Turkey the respon-
sibility to preserve the status quo as one of the three guarantor states. After six 
years of absence when Greece wanted to reintegrate to NATO’s military wing, 
Turkey showed no resistance, but in the following years she would have to 
pay this favour by operational and command structure disputes manipulated 
Greece.

The Post-Cold War Era

The post-Cold War era witnessed NATO’s open door policy in full swing, 
and Turkey played a catalysing role in this process in four ways. Some of 
these efforts were directly related with Alliance’s structure while others affect-
ed complementary dimensions of NATO security architecture. First, Turkey 
constructively and actively supported on Bulgarian and Romanian accession 
to NATO. Bilateral military exchange and training programmes in 1990s en-
couraged parties and accelerate the process. Sarcastically Greece was ‘black-
mailing’ NATO with rejecting the CONOP (Contingency Operation Plan) 
against belligerent Middle East countries −to secure eastern boundaries of the 
Alliance− unless its CONOP against Bulgaria accepted in 1999. Although not 

35 Robert McMahon, The Cold War: A Very Short Introduction, Oxford University Press, 2003, 
p. 67; John Lewis Gaddis, The Cold War: A New History, London: Penguin Books, 2006, p 
.152.

36 “Greece Refuses to Join in NATO Manoeuvres” New York Times, March 6, 1983, https://
www.nytimes.com/1983/03/06/world/greece-refuses-to-join-in-nato-maneuvers.html
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directly part of NATO but established by the Agreement on MPFSEE (Mul-
tinational Peace Force South-Eastern Europe) signed on 26 September 1998, 
the SEEBRIG (South-Eastern Europe Brigade) was only achievable by 1999 
and only functional at all due to Turkey’s efforts. This initiative was ener-
gized by the US, but the main player was Turkey, while Greece also played a 
complementary role. The end state of the organization was to enlarge NATO in 
Balkans, a process which is continuing and nearing completion even today.37 

Second, the first PfP training centre recognized by NATO was established 
by Turkey in 1999 which trained military and civilian personnel from fifty 
countries from PfP, MD, ICI and CC/PatG countries.38 This centre introduces 
mobile training programs since 2002 which share Turkish peace support opera-
tions experiences with partner nation military institutions. PfP Training Cen-
ter has been awarded “NATO Quality Assurance Unconditional Accreditation 
Certificate” as of 17 January 2014 which is effective until 17 January 2020.39

Third, Turkey played an active role at the initial phases of the MD (1995) 
and later helped to upgrade the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership Process with 
UfM (Union for the Mediterranean) −an intergovernmental organization com-
prised of 28 EU Member States and 15 Mediterranean countries40−that aims 
to strengthen the cooperation in the Mediterranean region since its foundation 
in 2008.41 

Fourth, the outcome of NATO’s Istanbul summit held in June 2004, ICI, 
flourished long-term global and regional security hopes for countries of the 
broader Middle East region by offering practical bilateral security coopera-
tion with NATO. IPCP (Individual and Partnership Cooperation Programme) 
allows interested ICI countries and NATO to frame their practical coopera-
tion in a more perspective and focused way, enabling interested countries to 
37 Hakan Sahin, “Promises and Perils of Regional Organizations in Southeastern Europe: 

Lessons Learned from SEDM and SEEBRIG”, Journal of Military and Information Science, 
(2006) Vol. 4, No. 4, pp. 108-114, p. 110. http://dergipark.gov.tr/download/article-file/271284

38 Kemal Derviş, Michael Emerson, Danial Gros and Sinan Ülgen, The European Transformation 
of Modern Turkey, Brussels: Centre for European Policy Studies; Istanbul: Economic and 
Foreign Policy Forum, 2004, p. 50. 

39 Turkish General Staff,  “History Of Turkish Pfp Training Center”, http://www.bioem.tsk.tr/
history.html

40 Turkey, Israel, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Albania, Monaco, Montenegro, Algeria, Egypt, 
Jordan, Lebanon, Mauritania, Morocco, Palestine, Syria and Tunisia.

41 Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs,  “ Union for the Mediterranean (UfM)”, http://www.mfa.
gov.tr/euromed-barcelona-process.en.mfa
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outline the main short and long-term objectives of their cooperation with the 
Alliance.42

Strategic concepts and material reflections of security transitions 

NATO’s strategic concepts

During the Cold War era NATO mainly relied on US’s nuclear deterrence 
however there have been drastic changes in defence understanding of the Al-
liance. The first Security concept “The Strategic Concept for the Defense of 
the North Atlantic Area (DC 6/1)” of the Alliance dated 6 January 1949 can be 
labelled as “Total Defence” which heavily rely on US superiority on nuclear 
arsenal and shaping the security environment in Europe mainly by deterrence 
and standardization of armed forces with increased military capacity.43 

The geographical and structural changes like accession of Turkey and 
Greece to NATO, abolition of three European Regional Planning Groups, re-
placement in 1952 of the North Atlantic Ocean Regional Planning Group by 
Allied Command Atlantic (SACLANT), leaving only the Canada-US Regional 
Planning Group in existence, and appointment of SACEUR (Supreme Allied 
Commander, Europe) together with the establishment of SHAPE (Supreme 
Headquarters, Allied Forces, Europe) caused amendments in the strategic ap-
proach. NATO’s second strategic concept [MC 3/5(Final)] 44  dated 3 Decem-
ber 1952 which mainly respected the core principles outlined in DC 6/1 and, 
in this sense, did not differ fundamentally from this document was a product 
of the changes. 

NATO’s third strategic concept “Overall Strategic Concept for the De-
fence of the NATO Area (MC 14/2)”45 dated 23 May 1957 may be best labelled 
as “Massive Retaliation” since its main purpose was to balance WP’s con-
ventional forces’ superiority. This approach while triggering WP’s WMD and 
conventional arms acquisition and jeopardising European allies proved use-

42 NATO website, “Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI), Reaching out to the broader Middle 
East”, (18 Nov. 2011), https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_58787.htm?

43 “The Strategic Concept for the Defense of the North Atlantic area (DC 6/1), 6 January 1950, 
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_56626.htm; https://www.nato.int/docu/stratdoc/
eng/a491201a.pdf

44 “The Strategic Concept for the Defense of the North Atlantic area [MC 3/5 (Final)], 1952, 
https://www.nato.int/docu/stratdoc/eng/a521203a.pdf

45 “Overall Strategic Concept for the Defence of the NATO Area (MC 14/2)”, 1957, https://
www.nato.int/docu/stratdoc/eng/a570523a.pdf
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less on the crisis in the Middle East (1956), Berlin (1958-1962), Cuba (1962) 
etc. Massive retaliation concept which required stationing of ballistic nuclear 
missiles and tactical nuclear artillery in West Germany and Turkey put these 
countries at the most dangerous position to be the first target of WP retaliation 
as well as being the main battlefield at the break up of war. Actually, Cuban 
missiles crisis was a consequence of nuclear weapons deployment to Turkey.46 
When the crisis ceased US withdrew PGM-19 Jupiter weapons from Turkey 
but this did not secure the country from being prioritized target.

When USSR reached to a level of threat on nuclear capacity NATO 
changed its strategic concept. The fourth strategic concept named as “Overall 
Strategic Concept for the Defence of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
Area (MC 14/3)”47 dated 16 January 1968, may be best labelled as “Flexible 
Response” which help to avoid unacceptable consequences of the MAD (Mu-
tually Assures Destruction). According to the concept; direct defence,  deliber-
ate escalation, and general nuclear response were three types of military re-
sponses against aggression to NATO. 48 This concept prevailed until the end of 
the Cold War. Flexible response concept obliged Turkey to feed a great amount 
of military personnel and increase her defence expenditures at the expense of 
economic development and wealth. 

The break-up of the Soviet Union and the dissolution of the WP com-
menced the post-Cold War period.  For the alliance, the period was character-
ised by dialogue and cooperation, as well as other new ways of contributing 
to peace and stability such as multinational crisis management operations.49 
On 7 November 1991 NATO acquired its fifth strategic concept “The Alli-
ance’s New Strategic Concept”50 which brings a comprehensive approach to 
its conventional security understanding. The concept is best to be entitled as 
“Change” since it prioritises reconstruction of Eastern Europe and adaptation 

46 In an interview with Oliver Stone, Vladimir Putin revealed that placement of Russian missiles 
in Cuba was a Russian reaction to the earlier stationing of American missiles in Turkey in 
1961-62. It was Khruschev’s attempt to achieve a balance of power (Stone, Oliver. “The 
Putin Interviews (Party 2 - 2:10)”. www.sho.com. Showtime. Retrieved 12 November 2018.)

47 Overall Strategic Concept for the Defence of the NATO Area (MC 14/3)”, 1968, https://
www.nato.int/docu/stratdoc/eng/a680116a.pdf

48 Ibid
49 NATO website, “Strategic Concepts”, 2018, https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/

topics_56626.htm#
50 NATO website,  “The Alliance’s New Strategic Concept “, 1991, https://www.nato.int/cps/en/

natohq/official_texts_23847.htm 
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of former WP members to the western world and its security architecture. In 
the early years of the post-Cold War era, Turkey contributed to all NATO oper-
ations and some other UN peace operations affiliated with NATO. Operations 
in Somalia, Iraq and Bosnia-Herzegovina were the major ones.

The sixth strategic concept which promoted NATO from territorial de-
fence to global security understanding signed at the Washington Summit on 
4 April 1999 met the 50th anniversary of the Alliance. The concept defines 
ethnic clashes, human right violations, terrorism, political and economic insta-
bility, the proliferation of CBRN (Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nu-
clear) in another word WMD (Weapons of Mass Destruction) as main threats 
and foresees to meet those in a wider geographic sphere with common defence 
and proactive approach. 

The seventh strategic concept entitled as “Active Engagement, Modern 
Defence” approved at Lisbon summit on 19 November 2010. The concept is 
designed to meet conditions of the changing world and new threats with new 
capabilities and new partners.51 Collective defence, crisis management and co-
operative security are stipulated as the essential core tasks of the Alliance.52 
NATO’s current strategic concept has minor changes than the previous but 
represents a more consolidated vision. The term which covered the sixth and 
the seventh strategic concepts witnessed Turkey’s active contribution to NATO 
operations. Operations in Kosovo, Afghanistan, Lebanon, Mediterranean and 
the Horn of Africa are the major ones.

Material reflections of security transitions

There has been coherency on material data and NATO’s strategic con-
cepts in general. During the Cold War defence budgets and manpower were ac-
curately sensitive to security transitions. In another wording, the Cold War era 
witnessed NATO’s material capacity flexibility to the political developments 
which affect international security environment. Here it should be noted that 
the main determinant on the change of material capacity of NATO has always 
been the US, however, some of the other members met the requirements of the 
trends at a high extent while some others did not. The post-Cold War period 
has been more problematic for a harmonic stance as a whole. 

51 NATO website,  “Active Engagement, Modern Defence”, 2010, https://www.nato.int/strategic-concept/pdf/

Strat_Concept_web_en.pdf

52 NATO website,  “Strategic Concept 2010”, 2010, https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/
topics_82705.htm; https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_56626.htm
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The issue of burden share is frequently coming to order at recent summits. 
As a tangible factor defence expenditure as a share of GDP to 2 % is generally 
accepted as to measure fair share of responsibility, however, it is quite open 
to debate. This percentage which only shows the money spent for armament 
is taken as a ‘given’ by almost all analysts but does not answer these ques-
tions: “How the risks and threats that member states have faced is calculated?”, 
“What is the fair measure of burden share since the establishment of NATO?”, 
“Are military capacity, manpower, allocation of military bases, effectiveness at 
NATO operations going to be considered while the burden share is examined?” 
etc.  Noting that it is hardly possible to measure burden share, defence expen-
diture as a share of GDP, the number of military personnel and total armed 
forces as a percentage of total labour forces are added to the inquiry here.

The trends in NATO’s transformation may be categorised in three epoch; 
the first epoch covers the Cold War (1949-1990) period as a whole, the second 
epoch covers the period between the end of Cold War and the beginning of 
the last period (1991-2009) ( [As mentioned above; “Uncertainty and single 
polarization (1991-2001)” + “Multi-polar new world order-I (Post-Hegemony) 
(2002-2009)”], the third epoch is the last period we are living in [Multi polar 
new world order-II (After Post-Hegemony) (2010-2019)].

Assessment on ratio of defence budgets to GDP

Each epoch represents its own characteristics. The first epoch (1949-
1990) shows US (9%) leadership −as the followings would repeat it− so the 
Europeans (4,4%) followed it. Northern and eastern flank states’ (Norway, 
Greece and Turkey) (4,9%) percentages were higher both than the central front 
states (Belgium, Netherlands and Germany) (4,2%) and the rest of Europe. 
Turkey’s average percentage (5,5 %) was higher than all other member states 
except for the US, France, UK, and Greece. When considered the negligible 
amount of Greece and Frances’ withdrawal from the military wing of the Al-
liance in 1966 (return 2009) the burden that Turkey carried out became more 
apparent (See Graph 1.).

During the second epoch which represents ‘post-hegemony’ of the US, 
while all rates decrease −because of the dissolve of threat from the WP− Tur-
key keeps its posture (2,5%). At this period Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Por-
tugal, Poland, Czech, Estonia, Romania, Slovakia, Albania and Croatia made 
an average of 2% while Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Luxembourg, Spain, 
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Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovenia, Canada recording 1,5% average on the 
ratio of defence budgets to GDP (See Graph 1.).

In the third epoch which gives the diagnosis of ‘after post-hegemony’ 
conditions, the general decline continued however there observed some re-
markable pressure to reach to 2% ratio of defence expenditure as a share of 
GDP. Except for the additional four countries’ (Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia and 
Romania) climbs the big picture stayed the same. These countries which en-
joyed with the least average in the past recently have either national laws or 
political agreements on at least 2% of GDP to be spent on defence annually. 
Turkey fell below 1,5 % in 2014 ascended to 1,68 in 2018 (See Graph 2.).

Assessment on military personnel in number

US superiority on military personnel in number is overwhelming for all 
periods. Turkish armed forces as the second largest military personnel in num-
ber occupied majority of European NATO members’ pie (Table 1.). 

- During the first epoch (based upon the years of 1970, 1975, 1980, 1985 
and 1990), Turkey recorded an average of 33% of the rest of the European al-
lies. 

- The average of military personnel in number for the years 2000 and 
2005 which met within the boundaries of the second epoch is about 39% of the 
rest of the European armed forces. 

- Starting from the beginning of the millennium NATO has counted only 
deployable forces. This reduced Turkey’s ratio, however, she retained her posi-
tion with an average of about 30% of European armed forces.

Assessment on total armed forces as percentage of total labour forces

Another data concerning with material requirement of NATO’s strategic 
concepts can be ‘total armed forces as a percentage of total labour forces’ (Ta-
ble 2.). Although this criterion may be found vague by some analysts since data 
available is limited anyway gives an idea about the burden that each member 
countries share. 

- Based upon the years 1970, 1975, 1980, 1990 which meets the first 
epoch (the Cold War) Greece, Turkey and the US recorded the highest three 
countries with 6,12; 4,24; 3,24 per cents in sequence while the European aver-
age –excluding Greece and Turkey− 2,16 per cent. 
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- The years 1995 and 2000 which fall amongst the frame of the second 
epoch indicate that Greece (5,45), Turkey (3,85) and Norway (2,05) have con-
siderably higher numbers while European −except for top three countries− av-
erage of total armed forces as a percentage of total labour forces was 1,17. 

- The third epoch’s data are taken from the years 2005 and 2010. Accord-
ing to that Greece (3,05), Turkey (2,35) and Bulgaria (1,45) lead while the rest 
of European countries percentage scored only an average of 0,814

Conclusion

NATO’s success in adapting to changing conditions and dynamic con-
junctural developments lies in its solidarity, determination and its shared val-
ues as well as its ability to compensate members’ limitations. NATO’s 70 years 
history witnessed some difficulties between members in various degrees, but 
each time issues were overcome by consultation, democratic values and mutual 
respect to sovereignty between member states. Turkey has always been loyal to 
the values and commitments of NATO. The forthcoming insecure environment 
with its asymmetric threats, uncertainty, instability and conflict-prone feature 
will likely challenge NATO’s durability. NATO can cope with these challenges 
by more activating its unique identities which enabled it to survive up to now 
and by well reading after post-hegemony conditions.

While tensions between the US and the rest of the NATO members −in 
this case, Turkey− cannot be denied, they are predictable consequences of a 
gap between mutual expectations regarding future external security challenges 
rather than a fundamental strategic shift. Conditions do not grant the luxury 
of losing faith in the Alliance or in its members due to such recurring friction. 
Noting concerns on the common values of the alliance, NATO must remain 
committed to ongoing reconstruction of its future in a patient manner, assess-
ing all relevant costs and benefits.
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G raph 1:  T he Average R atio of Defence B udgets  to G DP  (1949-2009)
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Source: Ali Bilgin Varlık, “Askeri ve Ekonomik Veriler Işığında 
NATO’nun Esnekliği (NATO’s Flexibility in the light of Military and Eco-
nomic Data,” p. 103, extracted from NATO webpage, Defence Expenditures 
of NATO Countries.
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G raph 1:  Defence E xpenditure As  a S hare of G DP  (%) 
(B as ed on 2010 P rices  and E xchange R ates )  (2014-2018)

Source: NATO Webpage, “Defence Expenditure of NATO Countries 
(2011-2018”), Communiqué, PR/CP(2018)091 https: 10 July 2018, p. 3, //
www.nato.int/nato_static_fl2014/assets/pdf/pdf_2018_07/20180709_180710-
pr2018-91-en.pdf
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Table 1. Military Personnel (Thousands)

S. 
NU. Country 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2011 2015 2018

1 Belgium 108 103 108 107 106 47 42 40 32 30 27
2 Denmark 42 34 33 29 31 27 24 21 19 17 17
3 France 571* 585* 575* 563* 548* 502* 394* 357* 227 205 208
4 Germany 455 491 490 495 545 545 319 246 205 117 183
5 Greece 178 185 186 201 201 213 205 135 117 104 105
6 Italy 522 459 474 504 493 435 381 314 192 178 180
7 Luxemburg 1 1 1 1 1,3 1,3 1,4 1,4 0,9 0,8 0,8
8 Netherlands 112 107 107 103 104 67 52 50 45 41 41
9 Norway 37 38 40 36 51 38 32 18 21 21 20

10 Portugal 229 104 88 102 87 78 68 40 35 28 30
11 Spain   356 314 263 210 144 120 127 122 121
12 UK 384 348 330 334 308 233 218 201 191 141 145
13 Czech       52 25 22 21 25
14 Hungary       50 24 19 17 19
15 Poland       191 150 97 99 118
16 Bulgaria        43 29 25 25
17 Estonia        5 5,9 6 6,1
18 Lithuania        11 8 12 15
19 Latvia        6 4,8 4,8 6,3
20 Romania        73 66 64 69
21 Slovakia        15 13 12 13
22 Slovenia        6 7,2 6,6 6,8
23 Albania         10 6,2 6,8
24 Croatia         16 15 15
25 Montenegro         1,9 1,7 1,7

26

Turkey 
(Amount) 625 584 717 814 769 805 793 501 495 385 386

Turkey 
(Percentage 

in Europe)**
0,30 0,31 0,32 0,37 0,35 0,43 0,45 0,32 0,33 0,30 0,28

27 Canada 91 78 82 83 87 70 59 63 68 70 71
28 US 3294 2146 2050 2244 2181 1620 1483 1377 1425 1314 1314

Notes:

* Not at the military wing of NATO, not added to calculation

** Turkey Percentage in Europe= 
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Table 2. Total Armed Forces as % of Total Labour Forces

Country 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010
Belgium 3 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.8 1.3 1.1 0.9 0.8

Denmark 2.2 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.1 1 0.8
France* 3.3 3.2 3 3 2.7 2.4 1.9 1.6 1.1

Germany 2.3 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.6 1.3 1 0.7 0.7
Greece 6.2 6.5 6.1 6.1 5.7 5.7 5.2 3.1 3

Italy 2.9 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.4 2.2 1.8 1.4 0.9
Luxemburg 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.4
Netherlands 2.9 2.7 2.5 2.3 2.1 1.4 1 0.7 0.8

Norway 3.1 2.8 2.6 2.3 2.9 2.3 1.8 1 0.9
Portugal 6.5 2.8 2.3 2.8 2.2 1.8 1.5 0.9 0.8

Spain 0 0 0 0 2.1 1.6 1.1 0.7 0.7
Turkey 4.4 3.8 4.4 4.6 4 3.9 3.8 2.5 2.2

UK 2.9 2.5 2.2 2 1.7 1.3 1.1 1 0.9
Czech 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.4 0.8 0.7

Hungary 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.6 0.7 0.6
Poland 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.5 1.2 0.9

Bulgaria 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.7 1.2
Estonia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.9 0.9

Lithuania 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 0.6
Latvia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 0.5

Romania 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.9 0.8
Slovakia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.9 0.8
Slovenia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.7 0.8
Albania 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.2
Croatia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.1

Montenegro 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Canada 1.5 1.2 1 1 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5

US 4.5 3.3 2.9 2.9 2.6 1.9 1.6 1.4 1.4
Note: Not at the military wing of NATO until 2009.

Sources: 1970; 1975; 1980 data from: https://www.nato.int/nato_static_fl2014/
assets/pdf/pdf_1986_12/20100830_1986-039.pdf

1990; 1995; 2000 data from: https://www.nato.int/nato_static_fl2014/assets/pdf/
pdf_2010_12/20100614_p02-193e.pdf

2005;2010 data from: https://www.nato.int/nato_static_fl2014/assets/pdf/
pdf_2012_04/20120413_PR_CP_2012_047_rev1.pdf


